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The Honorable Donald J. Trump 

President of the United States 

1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 

Washington, D.C. 20500 

 

Dear President Trump: 

 

 The shutdown of the federal government is already having a devastating impact on our 

state and our nation, and I fear the stakes have grown even higher: the effect on our federal 

airport workers has put the safety of New Yorkers in jeopardy. 

  

As the home of the 9/11 attacks, New York knows all too well how important security is 

at our airports.  Yet the government shutdown that you have created and are perpetuating is 

putting our travelers and public safety at risk.   

  

Because of the shutdown that has continued for 35 days, airport personnel dedicated to 

ensuring the safety of our airports and air travel are missing their second pay checks. As a result, 

airports across the country, including hubs like JFK and LaGuardia, have seen a rise in the 

number of personnel calling out of work because of financial limitations. 

 

These hard-working men and women play a critical role in keeping our communities safe, 

and they deserve the support of our federal government. 

  

Consider the impact on TSA professionals who screen passengers and keep air travel safe 

from terrorism and other threats. The percentage of TSA officers with unscheduled absences has 

more than doubled – threatening to increase wait times for travelers, impose a greater workload 

on personnel, and ultimately reduce the agency’s capacity to do its job. 

  



Among air traffic controllers, who are responsible for the safe flow of planes on the 

ground and in the air, staffing was already at record lows before the shutdown and the shutdown 

has only exacerbated the problem and increased pressure on staffing even further. At the same 

time, the FAA has scaled back critical safety measures, ceasing a program to deploy personnel 

overseas to conduct safety inspections on passenger jets destined for the United States.  

  

Meanwhile, employees who do show up to work are in many cases working longer hours 

and additional days, while others are even performing side jobs to maintain a source of income. 

This raises legitimate concerns that air traffic controllers, TSA employees and other airport 

personnel are fatigued and susceptible to mistakes that put the traveling public at risk.  

  

It is unconscionable to let politics put the safety of the American people in jeopardy. Mr. 

President, you claim that your wall is a matter of national security, but if you were seriously 

concerned about this country’s safety then ensuring our airport workers are paid should be your 

number one priority. 

  

If you do nothing, the situation at our airports will continue to deteriorate and our 

national security will be further compromised. It’s time to stop playing political games with the 

safety of American citizens: reopen the government once and for all. 

 

      Sincerely, 

 

                                          
               ANDREW M. CUOMO 

 

 

 


